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They brought relevant expertise  
to provide actionable recom-
mendations for addressing our 
needs and overcoming road-
blocks.”

As Vernovis continues to 
grow, it is their goal to have deep  
client relationships and empower 
their employees. They are and 
will continue to be a best in class 
staffing organization, while fuel-
ing continued growth of project 
and advisory work. One Vernovis  
employee said, “After work-
ing in multiple staffing industry  
organizations, Vernovis differen-
tiates itself by providing a culture  
of teamwork and collaboration 
that drives professional and  
personal development.” It is 
this culture and commitment to 
people that draws top talent to  
Vernovis, which will continue to 
set them apart in the staffing  
industry. Vernovis is “a partner 
you can count on in times of 
need.”

For more information, contact 
Vernovis at 614.569.5212 or visit 
www.vernovis.com.

of the past. When we request a 
resource from Vernovis, their tal-
ent management group is top 
notch. We are confident that 
each candidate we interview  
has the skills needed before they 
ever walk through our doors.” 
This partner converted four of 
Vernovis’ consultants into full 
time associates in 2019, with 
plans to convert additional talent 
in 2020. 

Vernovis has also provided 
C-level advisory services to mul-
tiple Columbus clients. One 
insurance industry client, who  
processes sensitive, regulated 
data, engaged one of Vernovis’  
Chief Information Security  
Officers to complete a HITRUST 
compliance assessment. As  
follow-up, Vernovis will work 
to attain HITRUST certifica-
tion for the client and provide a  
cybersecurity roadmap. Another  
Columbus-based real estate 
client who used Vernovis to 
complete an overall IT and cy-
bersecurity assessment says, 

“Vernovis opened our eyes 
to how we could quickly add 
more value to our business.  

ver the last 10 years, the Columbus 
region has emerged as a beacon 
of economic competitiveness and 

growth equal to any in the country. In October 
2018, Forbes said, “Columbus is the #1 rising city 
for startups and the top emerging city for venture 
capital.” 

Using their 20 years of experience in the  
Columbus staffing market, Jason Skidmore, CEO 
of Vernovis, and Bryan Kaiser, President, realized 
the growing need for high-level IT talent to drive 
continued organizational and economic growth 
within the region. Vernovis provides staff aug-
mentation, statement of work project completion 
and C-level advisory services to help businesses 
fill talent gaps and overcome resource constraints 
to successfully accomplish their most critical  
project initiatives. 

Recently Vernovis opened its Columbus office 
providing services in three verticals: technology, 
cybersecurity, and accounting and finance. In each 
of these services, Vernovis engages “first rate  
talent which produces quality deliverables.” A 
client partner in the Insurance industry recently 
completed a statement of work cybersecurity proj-
ect and SharePoint implementation with Verno-
vis. They shared that “Vernovis is a great partner 
for us. We can have discussions around technol-
ogy and innovation and Vernovis always points 
us to the right solution.” Another satisfied client 
in transportation who utilized Vernovis’ staff aug-
mentation abilities says, “Resume review is a thing 
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